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Ergonomic
Design

HEAR THEM BEFORE YOU SEE THEM



IN-LINE CONTROLLER

ERGONOMIC DESIGN

LIGHT IT UP WITH
RGB FOR MORE FUN

IMMERSIVE
IN-GAME AUDIO

In-line audio controller saves you precious 
time, allowing you to quickly mute your 
microphone, adjust volume or even turn 
on/off the LED lighting.

Comfort is always a key factor when choosing a gaming 
headset. The AOC GH300’s leatherette padded headband 
and breathable ear pads with memory foam optimize 
all-day wearing comfort.

Use AOC G-Menu software to customize RGB lighting 
from an amazing 16.8 million colors and lighting effects 
that are driven by games or one of the four Static / 
Breathing / Cyclic / Music lighting modes.

The closed-cup design with custom-tuned 50mm Neodymium 
driver units provides supreme, crystal-clear and precise sound 
quality and immersive in-game audio.

The AOC GH300 is the ideal headset for gaming lovers looking for 

lightweight comfort, full functionality, all at a reasonable price. Precise 

50mm drivers let users hear more of the action, delivering an exciting 

sound experience for all your favorite games. It’s also comfortable and 

durable, and features a detachable unidirectional noise-cancelling 

boom mic to chat with other gaming mates. 7.1 surround sound and 

customizable vivid 16.8M RGB lighting combine to create an 

immersive gaming experience, elevating gamers to an altogether 

different acoustical and visual level of enjoyment.

GH300
Dimension Φ6.0*2.7mm

Unidirectional Noise-cancelling

-38±3dB (0dB =1V/PA)

2.2KΩ(Max)

Directionality

Sensitivity

Impedance

100Hz - 10KHzFrequency Range

50 mmDriver

32 Ω±15% Impedance

Sensitivity 100 ± 3dB (at 1KH 1mW)

Frequency Range 20Hz - 20KHz

50 mWMax Power
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TECH SPECS
Dimensions

Microphone

195mm * 100mm * 160mm

Lighting RGB, 4 Preset Lighting Effects
(Static|Breathing|Cyclic|Music)

2.3M Long

USB

Cable

Connection

G-MenuSoftware

Distortion

Features

Acoustics & 
Electronic 
Technical 
Parameters

≤ 5 %(at 1KHZ 1mW)

BE HEARD LOUD
AND CLEAR

With its unidirectional noise-cancelling technology, the 
detachable boom mic communicates your voice 
seamlessly so that you can have a crystal clear chat 
with your gaming friends and enjoy a full multimedia 
experience.


